Reading Response Board Game
What
happens
at the start
of the
story?

Can
Go back two
you
think of
spaces
any other
stories
that are
similar to
your story?

If
another
story
followed on
from this one,
what would it
be about?

Ask your
opponent a
question!

Look
at the
title of
the story.
Why do
you think
the story is
called this?

Where
does the
story end?

If
you
could
give this
story a
different title,
what would it be?
Why?

Have another
go!

How do you think
the main character is
feeling at
the start of
the story?
Why?

Can you find any
noun phrases in
your story?

Which part of the
story was the most
exciting?
Why?

Which character
is your favourite?
Why?

Can you find any
sequencing words in
your story?

How else could the
story have ended?
What could have
been
different?

When/where is the
story set?

What genre of story
is it? (e.g. traditional
tale,
humour,
etc.)

Can you find any
words the author
has used instead of
‘said’?

Why do you think
the author chose the
setting?

Choose an adjective in
your story. Can you think
of a different adjective
that means
the same
thing?

Did you enjoy the
story? Why/why
not?

What adjectives can
you find to describe
the setting?

What problem happens
in the story? How
does that
make the
characters
feel?

Which is your
favourite part of the
story?
Why?

What do you think
was happening
before the start of
the story?

Write a question to ask
one of the characters
in your story. How do
you think
they would
answer?

Can you find any
words in the story
that you would
like to use in your
writing?

Start

Sum up the story in
your own words.

What might happen
after the end of
the story?
Miss a
turn

Can you find any
adverbs in your
story?

Go
back five
spaces

If you gave this story
a different title,
what would it be?
Why?

Finish

